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THE PROBLEM
PROBLEM
Locally, in the state of Georgia, and nationally, educators are leaving the field at unprecedented rates. A report conducted by the Georgia Professional Standards Commission
suggests that 44% of public school teachers in the state (GA) leave within the first five years
of employment. National statistics suggest that roughly half a million teachers in the United
States move or leave the profession each year.

"In any given five-year period, nearly half
of the state's (GA) professional public
educators dropout of the classroom"1
However, it is not enough to keep teachers, we must retain EXCELLENT EDUCATORS —
those that have the highest academic and personal influence on students in Metro Atlanta. A
study conducted by The New Teacher Project entitled, The Irreplaceables, suggests that half
of the educators leaving the classroom are among the most effective (by standards of academic achievement, engaging learning experiences, and influence on students’ personal lives).
So WHY do Teachers Leave?
Research states that teachers leave the field of education because of three main factors:
1) Lack of teacher participation in decisions,
2) Lack of benefits/compensation, and
3) Lack of quality support, resources, and professional learning.
How Does this Impact Students?
There is a direct negative correlation between educator attrition and student achievement.
Educator attrition negatively impacts student achievement immediately and over time,
according to a longitudinal study conducted by the National Center for Analysis of Longitudinal Data in Education Research.
However, the inverse is also true. There is a direct positive correlation between excellent
educator retention and student achievement. Research shows that students with an outstanding teacher for just one year will remain ahead of his/her peers for the next few years.
Retaining excellent educators in Metro Atlanta’s classrooms is a top priority.
"Effective teachers are the most important factor contributing to student achievement." ERN 16, no. 6
(September 2003): 48-52.
*Additional citations are available on our website
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CONCEPT, MISSION, BELIEFS & GOALS
CONCEPT
The Atlanta Families’ Awards for Excellence in Education (AFAEE) began in 2005 and grew
because of one family’s belief that teacher and school leader quality is the largest determinant of students’ opportunity to succeed. This belief transformed into an organization that
identifies and celebrates excellent educators in five Metro Atlanta public school districts.
Through its mission, the AFAEE aims to improve the quality of education, raise the bar for
teacher and leader performance, and increase student achievement in Metro Atlanta.

MISSION
To elevate the quality of public education by identifying excellent educators and empowering
them to expand their impact.

BELIEFS
Excellent educators are critical in ensuring strong
academic outcomes for students.
Educators' impact and achievements go largely
unrecognized and many educators are not fully
empowered to support their students.
Through recognition, empowerment, and financial support,
excellent educators can multiply the impact of their efforts
and elevate the quality of public education in Metro Atlanta.

GOALS
• To identify and celebrate top performing educators in the
Metro Atlanta area.
• To empower educators by providing resources, support, and
professional learning opportunities.
• To expand the impact winners have on their students, schools,
and communities.
• To increase the retention of high quality educators in our
partner districts.
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OUR PROGRAM
The Atlanta Families’ Awards for Excellence in Education (AFAEE) understands how critical
educator retention is to ensuring that every child receives an excellent education.
Our three tier program is designed to
1) Identify and celebrating top performing educators (see pg. 6);
2) Empower excellent educators by providing resources and support (see pg. 7),
3) Expand the impact winners have on their students, schools, and communities (see pg. 15).

In 2015, the AFAEE expanded its impact to include
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districts in
Metro Atlanta
• Atlanta Public Schools
• Cobb County Schools
• DeKalb County Schools
• Fulton County Schools
• Gwinnett County Public Schools
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Identify EXCELLENT EDUCATORS
Our merit-based awards program has a rigorous application process designed to identify
educators demonstrating increases in student achievement, enhancement of student
self-esteem, and collaboration with community stakeholders.

The Application Process
NOMINATIONS AND School and community stakeholders nominate teachers,
VIDEO SUBMISSIONS assistant principals and principals for the award. Nominations
open at the very beginning of each school year. Applicants
are invited to submit a video of their classroom or a professional development session.

ESSAYS AND Applicants complete essays that demonstrate their positive
PROJECT PROPOSAL impact on student achievement and self esteem as well as

their ability to collaborate with multiple stakeholders. Applicants describe in detail the project they would like to implement to expand their impact in their class or school wide.

Classroom OBSERVATIONS Semi-finalists are selected for live observations, and finalists
& INTERVIEWs participate in a multiple panel interviews.
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EMPOWER EXCELLENT EDUCATORS
CELEBRATED
Top performing educators are notified of winning the award in special surprise day
ceremonies, and then celebrated in front of peers and community members during an
awards ceremony.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES
AFAEE Winners are awarded the financial resources needed to implement projects for their
classroom or school wide community. All awarded projects must be strategically designed to
have a positive impact on student achievement, self-esteem, and collaboration.
winners granted

$7,500
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2017 Award winners

Mitchell Green
Principal
Henderson Mill Elementary School
DeKalb County Schools

Mitch Green is a committed veteran educator, having served both Gwinnett and DeKalb
County Schools. He began his career serving special needs students at the middle school
level. As an assistant principal, he developed programs that intervene on behalf of at-risk
youth resulting in graduation. As principal of Henderson Mill Elementary School, the first
STEAM-certified school in the State of Georgia, Mr. Green constructs cohesive teams of
teachers who build quality relationships with students, collaborate in meaningful ways, and
engage students in purposeful work.

Project : Leveled Literacy Intervention

Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is a current project that Mr. Green is expanding. LLI is an
early morning intervention for students in grades 1-5 who are reading at least one level below
expected performance according to the Fountas and Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System.
In LLI, Mr. Green employs all available instructors to meet with small group of students who
are reading at the same level. They follow a systematic, research-based approach detailed in
the Leveled Literacy Intervention Kits to rapidly improve student reading levels in order to
bridge the performance gap. Students are provided LLI texts to take home to read nightly.
Through the consistent use of this program, Henderson Mill Elementary has decreased the
percentage of students reading below grade level from 32% to 25% in less than one year.
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2017 Award winners

Sherry Aglietti
Science
Bay Creek Middle School
Gwinnett County Public Schools

Sherry graduated from the State University of New York at Brockport with a bachelor’s
degree in Biology. She relocated to St.Petersburg, Florida and worked as a marine biologist
for six years. In 1998, she acquired education coursework from the University of South Florida, to be a teacher. After relocating to Georgia, she graduated with a Master’s of Science
in Post-Secondary Education from Troy University in 2005. Sherry is certified in Middle
Grades Science, Social Science, and Reading with a Gifted In-Field endorsement; as well
as 9-12 Biology and Broad Field Science. In 2011, Sherry was awarded the Georgia Intern
Fellowship for Teachers at Georgia Tech. This experience allowed her to participate in the Direct to Discovery (D2D) grant from 2011-2014, and incorporate technology and real-world
science experiences in her classroom.

Project : Cultivating Community

The idea for this project came from a love of science and community involvement. Mrs.
Aglietti’s 7th grade life science students will work through a series of lessons where they are
introduced to cells, tissues, organs, and organ systems of plants. Using that knowledge, Mrs.
Aglietti designs a Project-Based Lesson for ‘Cultivating Community.’ The driving question for
this unit is, “How can the students use their knowledge of plants to help a local food co-op?”
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2017 Award winners

Chinita Allen
4th Grade
Chalker Elementary School
Cobb County Schools

For over 20 years Chinita Allen has been a passionate voice for children in numerous states
and in numerous capacities. She has worked with leading education associations on education
policy, advocacy and pedagogy. Her belief that ‘Every child deserves a fair chance to receive
a world class education’ fuels her passion to create the world where all children can maximize
their potential and gifts.

Project : Green School Recycling Program

In a researched based approach to increasing reading and science achievement, the Chalker
Elementary Green School Conservation Program seeks to engage students in science literacy by implementing a school wide conservation and recycling program. Using 3rd and 4th
grade standards that detail how pollution and conservation predict changes in the environment and positive effects on ecosystems, students across grade levels describe and explain
the relationship between scientific ideas and implementation of concepts. The Chalker
Elementary Green School Conservation Program affords students the opportunity to read
more engaging science literature and have more hands on science experiences while learning
these new standards.
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2017 Award winners

Jennifer Button
Early Childhood
Drew Carter School
Atlanta Public Schools

Jennifer Button is a 2011 Teach for America alumna who
taught Pre-K in Atlanta, Georgia. She then worked as an
instructional coach with Teach For America, supporting
numerous classrooms in the K-5 setting all around Metro
Atlanta. After her time as an instructional coach, she went back into the classroom teaching
Kindergarten at Drew Charter School. Jennifer taught Kindergarten for three years assuming
the position of grade level chair and Academic Integration Specialist. She is now the Lead Literacy Center teacher focused on teaching decoding, phonics, and fluency skills to students in
grades K-5. Jennifer received her Bachelor of Arts and Master’s of Education at the University of Georgia in Social Studies education.

Project : Coding in Kindergarten and Beyond

Computer coding is one of the most sought after skills in the 21st century job market. According to EdTech Review, “By year 2020, 1.4 million computer programming jobs will be
available with less than 400,000 computer science students ready to fill those roles.” In a
digital world, students must develop a basic literacy in computational thinking skills in order
to compete. Mrs. Button’s project, “Coding in Kindergarten and Beyond”, is pivotal to learning such crucial skills at an early age.
Teaching the foundations of coding must be hands-on to be effective for elementary students. In kindergarten, it looks like self-exploration through games and experiments. Therefore, with “Coding in Kindergarten and Beyond”, Mrs. Button offers a “coding cart” stocked
with numerous games, books, computer/IPad apps, and even a codable robot, to foster these
skills. She creates authentic learning lessons and develops the needed curriculum to ensure
the foundational skills are easy to navigate. This coding cart allows students to engage in
hands-on learning and activities during math/science centers. Next year, Mrs. Button’s goal is
that students will be able to write their own algorithms on the coding program, Scratch Jr.
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2017 Award winners

Shirline Jones
Kindergarten
Boyd Elementary School
Atlanta Public Schools

Shirlene Jones believes that love and support are principle
components for teaching students. With a close attention
towards struggling and at-risk youth, Ms. Jones opened
her home as a daycare in 1987, and in 1991 went on to start a free preschool at her son’s
elementary school. Once she became an assistant teacher, she realized she could not deny
her love for educating. In 1998 she answered the call to become a Pre-kindergarten lead
teacher at a school with high poverty, increased crime, low education status, and pervasive
neglect. After graduating with her B.S. degree in Early Education/Special Education, Ms.
Jones continued her career teaching kindergarten. Now you can find her at Boyd Elementary teaching a lesson on the value of self-love, care, and respect while using meaningful
language to increase reading standards and academic success.

Project : A Pack of Fun

‘Reading is Fundamental!’ This is a famous saying we have heard often. However, before a
child learns to read, they must be exposed to rich and meaningful language. Building their
vocabulary and language skills begins with their parents talking to them, reading to them,
and answering their many questions. According to research, there is a positive correlation
between parental involvement and a child’s academic success. Ms. Jones’s goal is to help
parents become their child’s true “first teacher” by giving them the resources to help
through ‘A Pack of Fun”.
Her project bridges the gap between ‘at-school’ learning and learning that occurs in the
home. Ms. Jones sends students home with books and activities that are completed with
their parents. These literacy packs are designed to be fun and informative ways for families
to share in learning. Using phonological awareness and vocabulary development, parents
and students will work together to increase the child’s reading level and their understanding of language.
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2017 Award winners

Emily Max
Kindergarten
Toomer Elementary School
Atlanta Public Schools

Emily Max is a native of Atlanta, Georgia. She is a graduate from Georgia State University
with a Bachelor's Degree in Psychology and Mercer University with a Master in the Art of
Teaching. She began her teaching career with Atlanta Public Schools fifteen years ago as a
substitute teacher, then as a special education paraprofessional. Emily has worked for the last
eight years as a classroom teacher in Pre-K and kindergarten at Toomer Elementary School.
She has served on the Local School Council for two years and was elected to serve as Secretary of the GO Team, the Local School Governance Team. In 2015, she was awarded the
Dream Big Challenge grant from Farmers Insurance. The funds were used to build Toomer's
Inclusive Playground for students of all abilities and the playground was featured on CNN
Health Minute and in USA Today.

Project : Bright Minds and Happy Hearts

Bright Minds and Happy Hearts is a project designed to help students learn to self-regulate
their feelings and emotions in the classroom. As a district, Atlanta Public Schools has added
lessons and activities to help students learn to develop empathy, identify their emotions,
and discover techniques for mindful relaxation. Mrs. Max’s project builds upon the district
wide effort towards social emotional learning by providing students at Toomer Elementary
the resources they need to help them control their internal feelings. Each classroom teacher
receives emWave
Pro, an easy-to- use software
program that uses biofeedback and
technology. Using the real-time
heart-rhythm monitor and the “Take
a Break” center, ‘Bright Minds and
Happy Hearts’ provides options for
students who need a place to reset
and refocus their energy.
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2017 Award winners

Soo Son
3rd Grade
Suwanee Elementary School
Gwinnett County Public Schools

Mrs. Son has been an educator for 13 years. To ensure academic success of all students, she
serves on Suwanee Elementary's Instructional Leadership team and Local School Council,
STEM Leadership Team & Project-based Learning Facilitator (Gwinnett County), and is a
mentor to her colleagues. Mrs. Son's passion for teaching continues in the summer as she
facilitates Project-based Learning Staff Developments and co-presented at Summer Leadership Conference.

Project : STEAM PBL Collaboratory

In the 21st Century, students are learning basic academic skills through real-world problems
and solving them through research and projects. We have moved beyond the traditional
classroom, where teachers lecture and students take notes. We now learn through actively
doing research, collaborating and building a solution. Mrs. Son’s STEAM-PBL Collaboratory will continually move all teachers and students into the 21st century with teaching and
learning. In turn, her students will learn the required standards and also open their minds to
the real-world beyond their classroom walls. The STEAM-PBL Collaboratory allows teachers
and students to take teaching and learning “outside of the box” to connect the classroom and
the real world. The STEAM-PBL Collaboratory consists of collaboration spaces for students
to discuss issues and brainstorm possible solutions.
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EXPAND WINNER IMPACT
Winners' Circle
The Winners’ Circle is comprised of past AFAEE recipients who seek to
drive systemic change in education across Metro Atlanta by developing
platforms in an effort to inspire fellow educators to meet the needs of every student.

Core Values:
• Every child can learn when educators engage them with high-quality
instruction that is differentiated to meet their needs.
• Excellent teaching and leadership can be modeled and developed through
meaningful collaboration.
• Excellent educators have a responsibility to cultivate a community of
learners among their peers to positively impact student achievement.

IMPACT
SUMMIT: Each year, the Winners’ Circle Leadership Team hosts an annual summit
inviting all past AFAEE Award recipients. This professional learning event is an opportunity
to network with fellow educators, discuss issues of importance, and share best practices on
the successful delivery of a 21st century education.
Elevating and Celebrating Effective Teaching and Teachers (ECET2): This national
conference invites teachers from across the country to organize local ECET2 convenings
with support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. ECET2 allows teachers to collaborate, support, and learn from one another. AFAEE hosted this regional conference in 2014,
2015, and intends to bring it back to Metro Atlanta in 2019.
MINI GRANTS: Each year, the Winners’ Circle leadership team offers mini grants to past
winners to extend the life of a past award-winning project, to implement a new project, or to
offer professional development to impact educators.
ADVISORY COUNCIL: Past Award Winners are selected to serve on district level advisory
committees providing input and advice on district level initiatives.
LEADERSHIP TEAM
President
Treasurer
Jennifer Dunn, ‘15 Principal Winner
Dwight Ho-Sang, ‘13 Principal Winner
Vice President
Secretary
Kelly Petrello, ‘13 Teacher Winner
Kara Cowdrick, ‘15 Teacher Winner
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WINNERS' CIRCLE MEMBERS
Past Winners
2016
Toni Bailey
Allison Bridges
Melinda Butler
Kathryn Ike
Nancy Janas
Karen Lillard
Alix McHardy
Mini'imah Shaheed
Brittny Washington
Tisha Williamson
2015
Cindy Apley-Rose
Kara Cowdrick
Alison Dunford
Jennifer Dunn
Megan Endicott
Lillian Galicia
Dave Howland
Katherine Kelbaugh
Tiffany Smith
Carrie Staines
Richele Stamper
2014
Tiffany Barnes
Drew Bowers
Katie Carlson
Elizabeth Emerson
Nicole Ford
Jennifer Renee Freeman
Chantrise Holliman
Stephanie Johnson
Celeste McNeil
Dan Sims
2013
Jennifer Hall
Corendis Hardy
Dwight Ho-Sang
Jennifer Lockwood
Kelly Petrello
Alison Shelton
Tiffany Stembridge-Taylor
Amber Stewart
Brianne Turgeon
Haena Yoo

2012
Nicole Bartig
Brittany Beaumont
Vanessa Evans
Stephanie Jones Gray
Erik Herndon
Peter McKnight
Evelyn Mobley
Bethany Paquette
2011
Ed Chang
Robin Robbins Christian
Nieves Corrales
Naja Freeman
Kenneth Kraus
Brian Mitchell
Alicia Pagan
Mike Stewart
Sarah Visel
Shenise Shorter White
2010
Claudia Abboud
Nza Willingham Branton
Cathy Carter
Gregory Coleman
Lyndsey Collins
Deirdre Denis
Anthony Dorsey
Kenya Greer
Rendell Jackson
E. Vincent Martinez
Cassandra Miller- Ashley
Tiarra Moore
Melody Morgan
Erin Quackenbush
Sergio Rodriguez
2009
Graham S Balch
LaVasia Bullard
Karen Evans
Raymond Fields, Jr
Jacob Daniel Hackett
Monica Groves Johnson
Malaika Jordan
Beth Kelly

Amanda Lynch
Kelly Schlegel
Jacinta Williams
Tracy Wilson
2008
Michele Alford
Makini Coleman
Sujan Dass
Jennifer Renee Freeman
Tamara Estlick Guilday
Megan Dosmann McKnight
Lorraine Reich
Jean Romain
Javonne Paul Stewart
2007
Sidney Baker
Danielle Battle
Wheda Carletos
Annie Cecil
James Davis
Melanie Graham
Raine Hackler
Caroline Jernigan
Marla Johnson
Sara Johnston
Anastasia Michals
Raymond Veon
2006
Stephanie Blake
Betsy Bockman
Beth Crenshaw Bolden
Kathy Edwards
Jacueline Giles
Cynthia Kuhlman
Mariel Lawrence
Cynthia May
Eunice Robinson
Julie Rogers-Martin
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OUR IMPACT
RETENTION
Of 78 AFAEE Award Winner Respondents:

More than

96% 86%
&

retired from or are still impacting education

still work

in or retired from our partner districts

REACH

123

teachers & leaders

AFAEE has awarded 123
in the Metro Atlanta area.

teachers and leaders impacting over 10,000 students

PROJECT CATEGORY BREAKDOWN
PROJECT

17

%

STEM/STEAM

37.8%

Culture &
Community Impact
Literacy

17.4%
17.07%
9.75

21st Century Skill/
Leadership Development
Environmental

8.1%

Health & Wellness

8.1%

SEL

1.62%

THANK YOU
The Atlanta Families’ Awards are made possible by
DISTRICT PARTNERS

DeKalb County
S c h o o l

D i s t r i c t

SPONSORS
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THANK YOU DONORS
VALEDICTORIAN DONORS
Balloun Family Fund
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
The Michaels Family Charitable Fund

The Sartain Lanier Family Foundation
The Zeist Foundation

DEANS’ LIST

HEAD OF CLASS

The Erroll & Elaine Davis
Charitable Gift Foundation
Molly and Mike Eskew
Mark and Martha Fair
Luther and Claire Griffith Foundation
Goldman, Sachs & Co.*
The HBB Foundation
Simms and Kelly Jenkins
Montlick & Associates, P.C.
Kathleen Pattillo
The Rockdale Foundation
The UPS Foundation

PRINCIPALS’ LIST

Dr. Stephen Green
Ted Griffith
Liza Jancik
The Kelin Foundation
Dr. Cynthia Kuhlman
Prescott and Ashley Miller

HONOR ROLL

Hilton Ball
Robert and Meeghan Fortson
Shannon and Dave Gaggero
Kenny Kraus
Jolie Maxwell
Katie McDowell
McKinsey & Company*
Benjamin and Whitney Portman
Ryan Shepard
Kelly Trotter
United Health Group*
Megan Watson
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Michael Beinenson
Anthony Cox
Shayna Gaspard
Allen Post
Peggy Remmers
Alan Senzer
Sheri Motyl

STUDENT

Melinda Butler
Joan Carmel
Lyle Cason
Meaghan Curry
Stephanie Dewberry
Kim Erickson
Nicole Ford
Shirlene Jones
Barbara Martin
Emily Max
Morgan Stanley*
Kelly Petrello
Rachel Raifman
Wanda Remmers-Meyers
Willi Sanchez
Adrian Smith
Rachel Sprecher
Brandon Ten
Sara Walsh
Kenneth Walton
Joshua Woolums

* Donation made through corporate giving or matching program

FINANCIALS
2017 Program Expenses
The Atlanta Families’ Awards for Excellence in Education allocates the majority of its spending (OVER 56%!) towards identifying, celebrating and supporting top performing educators
in Metro Atlanta. In an effort to fully realize our organizational goals, it is our aim in 2018 to
increase our investment in the Winners’ Circle programing, helping to expand the impact of
past winners on their students, schools and communities.
16.39%

Award Process (identify, select ,recognize) : $36,943.13
Awards Given: $90,800.00
Winner’s Circle Activities : $2,755.08
Marketing : $5,635.15
Fundraising : $1,421.11

		

			

2.5%
.63%
		

Payroll : $81,699.76
General Management : $6,191.66

40.28%

1.22%

36.24%

2.75%

02017 Expenses
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Giving
Our program is supported by individuals, foundations, and businesses who understand the
importance of educators in elevating educational outcomes across Metro Atlanta. There
are many ways to support the program - large and small- and we are always looking for new
supporters - especially in our newly-added districts.

Giving Levels
STUDENT: $1–$100
HEAD OF CLASS: $101–$349
HONOR ROLL: $350–$999
PRINCIPALS' LIST: $1,000–$2,499
DEANS' LIST: $2,500–$9,999
VALEDICTORIAN: $10,000+
AFAEE is incorporated by the state of GA
and a 501 (c)3 tax-exempt organization.
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Board of Directors
Chair:
Shelby Senzer

Will duPont
Molly Eskew

Vice Chair: 
Dr. Rubye Sullivan

Simms Jenkins

Treasurer:
Ted Griffith

Prescott Miller

Secretary:
Katie McDowell*

Megan Watson

Ed Michaels*
Ryan Shepard
* Co-founders of the organization

Advisory Council
John Ahmann
Cannon Carr
Erroll Davis
Rob Fortson

Shannon Gaggero
Shayna Gaspard
Robyn Kranz
Kenny Kraus

Executive Director:
Kori Sanchez Smith

STAFF

Cynthia Kuhlman
Benjamin Portman
Jolie Maxwell
Kelley York

Development Coordinator:
Justin Bradshaw

Contact Us
1266 W Paces Ferry Rd, #151
Atlanta, GA 30327

phone
404-537-3207

/atlantafamilies

email
info@atlantafamlies.org

/atl_families

a tl f a m i l i e s aw a rd s .org

/atlantafamilies

